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Joanna Rajkowska – Portfolio of selected works

Joanna Rajkowska (born 1968 in Bydgoszcz, Poland) is an author of objects, films, installations, ephemeral
actions, as well as interventions in public space. Her works reflect changes in the reception and expectations
towards art and its social functions, referring to the complexity of identity problems affecting Eastern European
countries following their economic and political transformation of the 1990s.
Rajkowska's most widely discussed works: Pozdrowienia z Alej jerozolimskich/Greetings from Jerusalem Avenue
(2002–2009) and Dotleniacz/ Oxygenator (2006-2007) functioned as contemporary ‘social sculptures', activating
layers of meanings (both historical and ideological), provoking conflicts, serving as specific platforms interwoven
into the urban tissue of Warsaw, being used for debates, arguments and manifestations.
These works might also be considered as merely pretexts for discussion about the issues of land control and
potential forms in which collective memory might be manifested as public monuments. As Joanna Rajkowska's
works materialise through ‘urban legends,' press-cuttings, gossips and media debates, their form is always
‘unfinished', so there is the possibility they will evolve and mutate, even against the artist's initial intentions.
Sebastian Cichocki

All-Seeing Eye, 2013
National Museum in Brasilia 2013
public project

Joanna Rajkowska‘s project was conceived especially for the National Museum
in Brasilia. It was an ephemeral intervention on the protected UNESCO building,
which was designed and built in the frame of the general plan of the Brazilian
capital. The hemisphere of the museum acted as a screen for a projection
prepared by the artist which was shown during two evenings, the 6th and 7th
December 2013.
All-seeing Eye, 2013, Museu Nacional do Conjunto (National Museum) in Brasilia, 2013

The title of the work refers to the idea of the power of seeing, observation and
control mechanisms. It can be read as a reference to the history of the place
– the ideal city of a transparent urban tissue, built for the needs of the state
apparatus. A gigantic image of an eye displayed on the dome of the museum
building reminds one of invisible surveillance systems. At the same time it
questions the role of the museum as an institution, whose mission is to preserve
visual traces of history, and in doing so – to create its vision. The project stems
from the personal experience of the artist, whose daughter was born with eye
cancer. The sequence of images used in the projection shows the breakdown
of the tumour inside the eyeball. Rajkowska reveals what is invisible, diseased,
rejected, but shows also the difficult process of fighting the disease. Her work
is a reflection on recognizing the world in conditions of limited sight, as well
as on the biological and political function of seeing. Being implemented in the
architectural embodiment of the modernist utopia, it raises the question of the
rationale of the existence of an error.

Forcing a Miracle
Public projects: Frieze London 2012
and Sokolovsko Festival of Ephemeral Art 2013

Forcing a Miracle was a project that intended to make the ground - soil, grass and stones burn and produce smoke. Rajkowska transformed an area of Regent‘s Park close to the Frieze
tent into a field of smoking incense. The smoke, distinct but gentle, served as a physical
emanation of thoughts, secret wishes and desires of people coming to the fair and those
who are already part of it. It was both a comment on Frieze London as a certain state of mind
and the artist’s personal need for a miracle. Burning incense is a ritual used by many religions
and spiritual groups. It offers a refined sensory experience and has an appealing physicality,
effectively blurring the image of reality. It ‚blesses‘ things as they are without changing them.
At the same time it addressed the artist‘s deep need to leave the area of the fair and go out:
translate the land art legacy into a subtle, public but ephemeral experience. The artist wanted
the project to rekindle the desire for miracles, for something beyond human understanding,
that she perceives as being essentially human.

Forcing a Miracle, 2012, Sokolovsko Festival of Ephemeral Art, 2013

Forcing a Miracle, 2012, Frieze Art Projects, London

The Light of the Lodge, 2012
Copenhagen Art Festival
public project

The project untitled The Light of the Lodge asks questions about the place, role and heritage
of Freemasonry in European culture.

The Light of the Lodge, 2013, Copenhagen Art Festival, Denmark

Born in Berlin
Project in Berlin, Germany, 2011-12
commissioned by the 7th Berlin Biennale for Contemporary Art 2012

Joanna Rajkowska decided to give birth to her daughter in Berlin. She named
her Rosa, after two women: Rajkowska’s great-grandmother, Róża Stern, as well
as Rosa Luxemburg, a Polish revolutionary from Zamość, who spent most of her
life in Berlin and was murdered there. She was an outstanding intellectual, a
theorist of political economics, a co-founder of the Spartakusbund and a leader
of the German left-wing Social Democrats.
Rajkowska made a conscious decision to move to Berlin, a city which has always
been the destination of thousands of emigrants. Her project has become a kind
of reenactment of history, and the artist’s seemingly private act has acquired
unusual symbolism. The emotional and administrative consequences of this
decision will be felt by her daughter throughout her life: from now on, in the
space for place of birth, Rosa will always write: ‘Berlin’. The city and its history
will be a part of her life forever.
In her Born in Berlin project, Rajkowska shows her unborn child around the
painful locations of Berlin and acquaints her with the wounds of the past.
She confronts society’s hope for the future (a newborn baby) with the city’s
history. Rajkowska hopes that, in this way, the future will forgive the past. She
consciously offers new life to this city which rose from the ruins, and has now
become one of the most dynamic metropolises in the world.

Born in Berlin, which originated from a personal story, stimulates a public
discussion on the topic of migration, and makes public the private social
processes which people usually pass over in silence.
Born in Berlin, video, 20:12 min

You were born in Berlin.

Born in Berlin – A Letter to Rosa, set of 122 collages, framed, 18 x 24 cm

Rosa, I have to explain something to you. For now, you won’t understand this because you still do not understand any language.
We will have to wait for that.

Berlin is built on the swamp. You have to dig under the ground here, to touch the essential issues. Or swim under water. At least this was my intuition.

There was freshly cooked buckwheat on this soil. And on this, fresh blood.
Strange forms were leaning against the wall - letters made of human flesh
and bones, which were covered with startlingly white skin. The skin was moist, covered with flecks of gore. The letters were freshly born. They were from
the Cyrillic or Greek alphabets. Forming a word, they stood in a row, leaning
against the wall, but I was not able to read what it said.

Rosa, I have to explain something to you. For now, you won’t understand
this because you still do not understand any language. We will have to
wait for that.

I also decided to deal with the devil, who treacherously tricked a Slavic
tribe of Wends by installing his own image in place of their idol, which
they secretly worshipped by night. So the Bishop of Brandenburg murdered them all and the devil himself was exorcised. As this happened there
was a terrible storm. The earth parted, swallowed the image and the chasm
filled with water. This is how the Teufelsee came to be.

Born in Berlin – A Letter to Rosa, set of 122 collages, framed, 18 x 24 cm

The midwife who was to deliver
the baby spoke perfect Polish. It was a guiding sign, which seemed to
confirm the decision.

Born in Berlin, video, 20:12 min

Sumpfstadt (2012)
c-print, series of 3 photographs

The Berliner Stadtschloss [Berlin City Palace], the seat of Prussian kings and
German emperors, had survived a lot, including aerial bombings in 1945. Even
though horribly mutilated in this last battle, the building could still have risen
again. The authorities of the German Democratic Republic, however, handed
down the final judgement, and in 1950 the Berliner Stadtschloss was raised
to the ground. Another construction took its place, built in part from toxic
asbestos: The Palace of the Republic, which was completed in 1976. The new
palace had its time of splendour, and was, among other things, the seat of
the GDR parliament. It was, however, condemned to a long slow death,
having been transformed in 1990 into a living ruin, enlivened by an ever more
vigorously growing constellation of weeds. (...)
The idea of the return of the Berliner Stadtschloss does not stir as much interest
among artists as its socialist successor did. The idea of rebuilding the castle is
treated as an identity aberration, an excess tinged with populism. What does a
return to old forms of architecture mean for the urban fabric, when employing
discredited, or simply inappropriate, aesthetics? What denotes an architectural
break with historical continuity?(...)

Sumpfstadt [Swamp Town]—the phantasmagoric proposal by Polish artist
Joanna Rajkowska of the raising (though in this case it might be better
to use the verb ‚lowering‘) of a monument, which would not in fact add
new objects to the existing urban body, but rather remove unnecessary
elements. In contrast to lasting monumental forms, this proposal is an open
‚interactive‘ form, changing over time. A swamp instead of a Prussian castle is
a ‚monument to nothing‘, that is a double negation—a negation of a history
which stifles us, and at the same time a negation of the mechanisms of amnesia
which falsely frees us. (...)
excerpts from “The Museum of Nothing and Other Berlin Legends:
Joanna Rajkowska‘s Sumpfstadt“ by Sebastian Cichocki

Sumpfstadt, 2012,series of three c-prints, 20 x 51,5 cm / wall paper

Sumpfstadt 02, 2012, series of three c-prints, 20 x 51,5 cm / wall paper

Comstar (2011)
d-print, series of 3 photographs

The Comstar project is a concept of a place open for public meetings, a warm
place, both literally and metaphorically, a reference to the utopian agora and a
nod towards the Soviet avant-garde. It is also a reminder of the large flowerbed
shaped like a red star that used to be at Uniwersytecki Square in the post-war era.
The main element of the project is a slightly raised platform in the shape of
a five-pointed star, the sign of the revolution, built from red stone (or a high
quality concrete), which is heated from below. It is important that the project is
environmentally neutral, so it should employ either solar or geothermal energy.
In both cases, the knowledge and experience of specialists in the design of
energy self-sufficient buildings should be utilised.
The platform should always maintain a temperature above zero in the winter
months—at least 5-6 degrees Celsius. The snow will melt on it, so it will remain
dry.
One of the arms of the star would be installed with a pointed hood, made from
the same material as the platform. It will be a place where you can shelter from
the wind and rain, and from being burnt by the summer sun. It will also be a
place for public expression, a kind of Białystok Hyde Park, where anyone can
bring a PA system and say what he/she thinks (in conjunction with the hood it
should have excellent acoustics.) This place, free of charge, free from censorship,
based only on the energy of the community, should serve not only students of
the University of Białystok, but also the city, the whole community, depending on
their wishes or needs. It is a condition to keep the space in public ownership and
make information freely available about its purpose.
The area of the red star should be equipped with various geometric forms which
can be moved—cubes, rectangles and hemispheres of concrete, which can be
positioned and arranged as needed. Comstar would be a place open to all kinds
of public activities, such as students’ meetings, concerts, political debates.

Comstar, 2011, 3 photographs, d-print on paper, Edition of 5+1AP
				1. 100cm x 45.85cm
				2. 100cm x 53.85cm
				3. 100cm x 45.25cm

Comstar, 2011, d-print, 45,25 x 100 cm

Two Days from Europe (2011)
c-print, series of 9 photographs

The crash of zeppelin „Hindenburg“ put an end to the history of the airships. It was also an end of
the routine zeppelin flights between Europe and Brazil.
The crash took place on the 6th of May 1937, 2 years before the beginning of the Second World
War, 2 years after announcing the Nuremberg Laws and 1 year before the first act of the aggressive
international expansion, which was annexation of Austria.
Zeppelin Hindenburg was a pride of Nazi Germany. It was the largest airship ever built: 245m
long with the volume of 200 000 cubic meters. It was in use for 14 months, from March 1936
on, up to the moment of the crash. Hugo Eckener, the commander of the zeppelin, named it
„Hindenburg“ in the honour of the former President of Germany, Paul von Hindenburg. It made
furious the Third Reich propaganda minister, Joseph Goebbels, who tried to force Eckener to
rename it to „Adolph Hitler“. After the first trial flight, which was in fact the Nazi propaganda flight,
during which the flyers with Hitler‘s speech were distributed, „Hindenburg“ set off for its first
transatlantic flight to Rio de Janeiro. In 1936 „Hindenburg“ went on commercial tours to Brazil 7
times and this was exactly then, when it showed up over Curitiba. In 1937 it made another flight
to South America and it exploded near the Naval Air Station in Lakehurst, New Jersey, in the
United States, killing 36 people.
„Hindenburg“ was seen over Curitiba in the places crucial for the community life, e.g. over
the main market. Its appearance had to be deeply symbolic for the city, as it was a symbol of
communication with Europe, a communication that was fast, easy and expensive (the ticket were
sold for $400 - which was about US $6,300 in 2010), so it was reserved only for very wealthy
passengers.
What‘s more, it represented Europe in Nazi fever, Europe overwhelmed by the deep moral crisis,
ready for the next, devastating war.
Curitiba, colonized by the Portuguese at the beginning of XVI century was a city, which
experienced a sudden economic boom in the beginning of XX century due to increasing
emigration from Europe - mainly from Germany, Italy and Poland. The European culture had been
a dominant culture. Till now, the descendants of the European emigrants, despite of the fact
that they don‘t speak their mother tongue, are very proud of their European surnames and they
celebrate, usually quite blurred, memory of the country of their origin. The indigenous culture
has remained the folk, colonized culture only, and hasn‘t played any role in the leading, official
discourse.

What Europe brought to Curitiba, apart from the civilization jump, are all catastrophic results of
the Enlightenment: colonialism, discrimination, exploitation and the disregard for the indigenous
cultures.
The break from the European political thought seems to be crucial for the advancing of the
political and economical emancipation of Brazil. In this context the zeppelin crash seems to be
a symbolic act.
„Two Days From Europe“ is a project about the breaking relations with Europe, especially with its
rightist political tradition based on national values; about a new, desired model of politics not
based on European model, about political emancipation, about what is rather „here and now“
than what it was „there and then“.
The project should have been visualized and performed in two ways, both in the exhibition
space of Oskar Niemeyer Museum and in the public space of the city. In the public space of
the city a relatively big model of zeppelin should have become a mobile instrument of a social
experiment, the element of the city carnival, and the screen for the expression of the political will.
The baloon of zeppelin should have been filled up with the helium and moored over the center
of the city. The artist planned to conduct and record conversations with the inhabitants of
Curitiba - about the presence of the zeppelin and its role in the city‘s history and also about its
legendary catastrophe.
Ths part of the project has not been realised.

Two Days From Europe, 2011, c-print, set of 9 photos (21 x 28 cm each)

Last Summer in Obersalzberg (2011)
c-print, series of 9 photographs

Last Summer in Obersalzberg is a series of photographs taken in the woods surrounding
Adolf Hitler’s and his life companion, Eva Braun’s summer retreat, Berghof. Berghof, naturally, doesn’t exist anymore. It was bombed by British Lancaster bombers in 1945 and
thoroughly looted and stripped by Allied soldiers after departing SS troops set fire to the
villa. In 1952 the Bavarian government blew it up and the remaining ruins were obliterated during the 1990s and early 2000s. The trees has overgrown the site and it is now very
hard to find any traces of Hitler’s house.
It was there, where Hitler spent most of his time in the ‘30, dictated the second part of
“Mein Kampf”, hosted his companions and guests and planned the strategy for the Third
Reich. “This place is mine,” he used to say in the interviews, as it was, indeed, his beloved
residence. His last visit to Berghof took place on 14 July 1944.
The project Last Summer in Obersalzberg is an attempt to face the dark history of Berghof
in a way that suggests defenselessness and corporeal vulnerability. It exposes the most
fragile parts of the body as if they belonged to the unaware nature that is growing on the
ruins. It alienates the sexual organs, treats them like trees or mushrooms and depersonalises them in a way pornography does. But here the major force behind it is the history
and the inability to deal with it.

Last Summer in Obersalzberg, 2011, set of 9 c-prints (unframed), 39 x 26 cm each

Walter Benjamin in Konya
Public Project in Konya, Turkey, 2010
commissioned by the British Council

Walter Benjamin in Konya has three components. In Konya’s main square Rajkowska has set a shallow marble pool
inscribed with an extract from an essay on language and meaning entitled Die Aufgabe des Übersetzers (The Task
of the Translator) by the German philosopher and critic Walter Benjamin. The text is reproduced in the original
German and in modern Turkish around the rim and, on the bottom beneath gently swirling water, in an Ottoman
Turkish into which the essay might have been rendered at the time Benjamin wrote it in the early 1920s.
The second component is a book containing the complete text of Benjamin’s essay in German and Ottoman
Turkish as well as two different renderings in Turkish written in Latin script, one contemporary and the other as
it would have been translated in the late 1920s. A copy of this limited edition is available at the Yusuf Aĝa Library
in Konya, near the pool, and copies will be presented to other libraries both in Turkey and abroad, including the
Benjamin Archive in Berlin.
There is also a short silent film made in Konya by Rajkowska which ‘documents’ an imagined visit to the city in 1928
by Benjamin himself (played here by an actor from the Warsaw Jewish Theatre) a few years after the publication of
the Translator-essay in Germany.
Rajkowska is deeply interested in history and in the memories which linger and retain their strength although they
may have been submerged. Benjamin’s essay on the constancy of meaning beneath the mutability of language
– a meaning which might be concealed as well as revealed by translation – struck a chord with the artist while
she was staying in Konya for an extended period in 2009. That the essay had been published only a few years
before the new Turkish Republic instituted the alphabet reform was a curious coincidence, prompting Rajkowkska
to explore how differently this text would look if it had been translated into Turkish before or after 1928. This led
her to ponder how perceptions of reality might be influenced by changing the whole visual spectrum of written
culture. No longer in current use, the Ottoman language and script are still a point of reference.

This work in Konya was commissioned for the My City project. Devised and managed by the British Council in partnership with
Anadolu Kültür and Platform Garanti Contemporary Art Centre, the My City project forms part of the European Union’s Cultural
Bridges programme.

Following the trope of mystification, the artist directed
a semi-documentary, A Walk to the Library, about Walter
Benjamin’s alleged stay in Konya in 1929, after the language reform had been introduced. The role of the great
philosopher was played by Henryk Rajfer, actor of the Jewish Theatre in Warsaw. The Benjamin in the film wanders
around downtown Konya, obviously a stranger, visits the
cemetery, watches people, and finally goes to the Ağa
Yusuf library, a building that is in fact part of the Mawlana
mosque. There, he browses through books, studying the
unique Ottoman calligraphy and typography.
The theme of the visitor’s strangeness, his slow peregrinations around Konya, is interspersed with a rapid rhythm
of onscreen intertitles describing the successive stages
of the linguistic reform. Ottoman letters morph into Latin
ones, Persian letters into Arabic ones. The film concludes
with the last title card: ‘89 years after being written, Walter
Benjamin’s text The Task of the Translator has been translated to Ottoman Turkish’.

The Stroll to the Library, 2010, video, 8:15 min

Ravine (2009)

vision of an impossible public project, print
2009, Museum of Modern Art, Warsaw; 2010, Kunstwerke, Berlin

Ravine was created for the Warsaw Museum of Modern Art as part of the Warsaw in Construction Festival. Located
in a temporary space, a pavilion at Pańska St. 3, the Museum invited artists, designers, scientists and Warsaw
residents to present their concepts of Warsaw's social, spatial and architectural design. At the MMA's invitation,
Rajkowska drew up a vision of a ravine, presented in the form of digitally rendered images and architectural
drawings. The Ravine is a huge organic rift, a precipice separating the two parts of the Pańska passageway – the
Emilia furniture store and the temporary WMMA space. According to the artist's vision, in order to reach the
museum, curators, artists and visitors would have to use rope bridges and steep stairs.

The Bat (2009)
public project [not realised]

archival pigment print on Moab Entrada paper, 159 cm x 108 cm
2009, PROGR Gallery, Bern, Switzerland
Designed for the city of Bern, the capital of Switzerland, The Bat is not so much a sculpture as a container for
human ashes. It is thus an alternative cemetery, a burial place, a memory site, and an ultimate meeting place.
The form of this container can be naturalistic or abstract, whereas the starting shape should be that of a sleeping
bat, hanging head down, wrapped up in its wings; a kind of biological form, rhythmised with the scaffolding of the
wings. The residents of Bern would be presented with several formal propositions to choose from.
The bat figure should be three metres long and suspended under a span of the Kornhausbrücke, one of Bern's
most beautiful bridges. The massive structure is 382 metres long and 115 metres high. It was constructed by Paul
Simmons, a Bern-based engineer, and the company Theodor Bell & Cie. It was ceremonially opened on 18 June
1898. The bridge has seen many suicides, which is why it is sometimes called Selbstmordbrücke – ‘suicide bridge'.
The sculpture would thus become a place, a final, ultimate resting place. People could have their ashes stored
here, albeit on one condition – that they would not be placed in separate containers but mixed together. Thus
people who did not know each other in their lifetime would be buried together, in absolute physical closeness.

Postcards from Switzerland
Photomontage, 2009
2009, PROGR, Bern, Switzerland; Lokal-int, Biel, Switzerland; ZPAF i S-ka Gallery, Kraków, Poland

Postcards from Switzerland is an attempt to come to terms with persistently recurring afterimages resulting
from travels in the West Bank of Jordan; an attempt to examine a certain image once more, in a different cultural
context, in a meeting with European architecture.
The results of this visual game were not determined in advance. Each photomontage revealed new aspects of
the relationship between the architecture of the Israeli occupation and desperate attempts to build a Palestinian
home/shelter, and the architecture of European order.
All of the Postcards are photographs of Bern—the capital of Switzerland—of public buildings, their interiors, and
of the city's squares, playgrounds and streets, with which images from the Middle East have been juxtaposed. As a
result of this experiment, images of nonexistent places and situations arose.
Israeli checkpoints and blockades fit almost imperceptibly into a western European cityscape; Palestinian tents,
lean-tos and bizarre residential structures, however, remain foreign and create the impression of an artistic
installation. Some of them possess the quality of a conceptualist juxtaposition of two types of architecture, while
others seem to be fragments of a literary narrative, of a story not yet written. Taken together, they express a sense
of longing for a place which, in spite of having been touched by the trauma of violence, remains, for the author, an
image of the world as it is.

The Uhyst Refugee Asylum Project
Public Project & Photographs, Uhyst, Germany, 2008
2008, Uhyst, Germany; Kronika Gallery, Bytom, Poland

In Saxony, in the village of Uhyst, stands an 18th-century building, called the Dannenberghaus, which once
served as a boarding school for boys from Europe’s aristocratic families. Even though the building was inhabited
as recently as during the DDR era and the last resident, an old lady, moved out only last year, the building has
retained much of its original character. Archival documents, written in Gothic script, tells us how many pairs
of shoes or nightcaps a student had to have and what was the recommended diet. We can also learn that the
education went in a Protestant spirit. In one of the archival photographs, Nazi flags hang from the building’s
windows.
The project The Uhyst Refugee Asylum tries to imagine the situation twenty, thirty or fifty years from now, when
Europe has, hypothetically, been flooded by a wave of refugees from all over the world. It also poses the question
to the residents of the Saxony village whether they would be willing to accept them. Uhyst has already answered
the question once, in the early 1990s, when the government floated plans to put 120 refugees in the nearby
historical palace. The members of the Uhyst Heimatverein did agree though to the creation of a fictional refugee
centre.
On 12 July 2008, a banner with the appropriate inscription in English and German was hung above the entrance
to the building, and on the windows and doors plaques were installed designating the rooms for different nations.
Both the banner and the plaques were written using Gothic script, identical to the one used in the historical
documents describing the young noblemen’s menu and costume.
The artist chose twenty countries that the majority of European refugees originate from. Countries impoverished
by war (e.g. Iraq) and those on a lower level of civilisational development, were given lower-standard rooms. The
poorer the country, the more run-down the room. The choice of the rooms was one of the most cynical aspects of
the project’s strategy.
The The Uhyst Refugee Asylum project was not so much an attempt to confront the villagers with an inevitable,
in the author’s opinion, future, as a question asked from the same position, that is, the position of an inhabitant of
Europe. An identical, fictional refugee camp could be created in a Polish village.

Airways
Public Project, 2-channel projection, 23’, Hungary, 2008
2008, Trafó gallery, Budapest, Hungary

Airways is a two-channel video projection showing a group of people who met to fly over Budapest and its
surroundings aboard a Soviet 1949 Lisunov 2 plane.
The choice of the passengers was not accidental. They come from Syria, Mongolia, Nigeria, Bulgaria, Russia, Serbia,
Great Britain, China, and Hungary. There is a homeless man among them, a gay, two Gypsies, a Jew, a lesbian.
There are also two members of Hungary's far-right organisations, the Magyar Garda and the Goy Motoroszok. The
projection also shows an event that took place on 21 October 2007 – the swearing-in ceremony of Magyar Garda's
new members.
One of the film’s main characters is the old plane. Manufactured in the late 1940s, it remains in service to this day.
In Airways, it serves as a figure of Hungary itself, and that is precisely the inscription on its side: Magyarorszag.
Whether the plane flies safely depends on the pilot’s skills as well as on how the passengers behave - whether they
observe the social contract or try to pry the door open or snatch the joystick away from the pilot. So the airplane
becomes a symbolic territory (where the minorities became majority) in which a group of people has agreed to
spend an hour together despite the fact that all their conflicts are still present and not solved.
The flight itself is marked by anxiety. Some of the passengers get sick. The aircraft is unable to maintain a steady
course. It is no wonder that when the flight ends, the passengers get back down to the earth with a sigh of relief.
In the juxtaposition of the two images – the Magyar Garda oath and the casual behaviour of the flight’s
participants, there is striking difference in how the two groups organise their space, move, show their emotions.
On the one hand, strict obedience of military drill – the marching, the commands, the oath. On the other – a sense
of anxiety during the flight, some very casual bodily positions during the picnic, uncontrolled bursts of laughter, a
certain mutual cordiality.
The project does not answer the question about the nature of the Hungarian conflict, nor about the phenomenon
of the Hungarian far right. But it does talk about the state of tension the country finds itself in. It shows what
happens to human bodies in a situation of danger, a situation of great relief, as well as showing one of the most
dangerous collective gestures – the ritual of (para)military drill.

Oxygenator
Public Project in Warsaw, Poland, 2007
2006-2007, Grzybowski Square, Warsaw; Centre for Contemporary Art, Ujazdowski Castle

Joanna Rajkowska’s Oxygenator, a public project in the centre of Warsaw, produced by the CCA Ujazdowski Castle,
was presented on a green square in Plac Grzybowski in Warsaw from July through September 2007. In the middle
of the lawn, a 140 square metre-large, 1 metre-deep pond was arranged, surrounded by greenery, shrubs and
water lilies, and equipped with air-ozonating and fog-creating equipment. The pond was surrounded by seats for
visitors created on the basis of Michał Kwasieborski’s K.myki design, produced by Fundacja Bęc! Zmiana and the
Architecture Bureau of the City of Warsaw. The project was preceded by archaeological excavations carried out in
April on orders from the Province Conservation Officer.
Plac Grzybowski is a place suspended between different temporal orders, architectural layers, social groups. There
is a synagogue nearby and a church, corporate offices and small hardware stores. Approaching the square down
Próżna street is like entering from another world, another time – as if the ghetto still existed. Around, thousands
of people live in drab high-rise apartment blocks – once the symbol of modern, post-war Warsaw. Among
them new, symbolic, architecture has been erected – the free-market capital city’s office buildings and financial
institutions; top-class residential condominiums are springing up nearby. All these layers meet physically in the
same space, but they are unconnected. Their residents pass each other every day, but they do not communicate
– their common space virtually does not exist. The place’s identity is fragmented, no single narrative exists. The
atomised present is based on those different, incompatible layers, it is fragile, there are gaps in it, places that need
to be filled, in which there sometimes flashes some afterimage of the past. The past is a sensitive subject, usually
perceived as history, a duty, a form of our thinking about the past.

Oxygenator is an attempt to create a place exempt, as it were, from the dominant conventions, a place virtually
ideal, an enclave of fresh air in the centre of the city. Its temporariness, unusualness, lack of a pre-adopted script
create a space that only others can fill. The artist makes the initial gesture, which will be developed and interpreted
outside her control – during the project’s twomonth existence and in the course of all the more or less accidental
events that will take place around it. The pond installation is an intervention firmly rooted in a specific context, a
distortion of the place’s hitherto order. It does not propose a single viewpoint instead, but rather suspends the
everyday patterns, and creates a potential space besides – but, at the same time, very much here and now – a
space open to interaction and communication. This intense here and now, in a place so traumatised, fragmented,
and claimed by no one, is to become a clean, open field, a kind of new beginning.

Umeå Volcano
Public Project in Umeå, Sweden, [not realised], 2006

The project Umeå Volcano provided the construction of a 15-metre volcano-shaped mound. It would rest on a
system of steel supports arranged into a circle and forming a cone. It would be covered with planks over which
concrete would be poured to create a surface similar to coagulated lava. Inside the construction there is a
chimney ending with a large hearth, and at the top – an opening serving as the chimney outlet.
A number of skylights with coloured panes are set into the sides, and several irregularly placed openings lead into
the construction. Once inside, you can sit on a comfy bench and light a fire in the hearth using wood stored inside.
The main function of the Umeå Volcano would be to create a place where people could meet without any
special reason, out of home and the public places where human behaviour is largely ritualised – like the pub, the
restaurant, or the cinema. It would be a place where the ways of relating towards other people would have to be
invented anew.
The Umeå Volcano would become ‘active’ when the people inside decided to light a fire in the hearth – the
construction would start emitting smoke.
The volcano was also supposed to be the beginning of a ‘new narrative’ about the town of Umeå, a narrative filled
with exoticism and a desire to leave this, as its inhabitants themselves call it, ‘end of the world’, or, conversely, to
bring the world closer to it. It was an effect of the author’s profound sympathy for this place, her dismay at the selfisolation of the people living there, and, finally, an attempt to manifest the tension generated by that isolation.

Berlin Shrub

color photograph, 145x125cm, 200x70cm
In September 2003, a small intervention took place in Berlin.
A small, poor, slanted shrub turned up at Potsdamer Platz. No one noticed it.

Greetings from Jerusalem Avenue
Public Project in Warsaw, Poland, 2002

Greetings from Jerusalem Avenue is a public project in the urban space. Its main element consists of an artificial
canary island date palm: Phoenix Canariensis, which is located at the junction of Jerusalem Avenue and Nowy
Swiat Street, on the traffic island at de Gaule Circle in Warsaw.
The palm was erected on the 12th of December 2002, following one and a half year's preparations. Origins of the
project date back to the artist's journey to Israel in 2001 and her attempt to realise and make others aware of the
significance of Jerusalem Avenue to Warsaw, the street's history and the vacuum caused by the absence of Jewish
community. It was supposed to be also a social experiment, testing whether the Polish society is ready to absorb
such a culturally alien item. The spot at which the palm has been placed before the year 2002 had been used for a
Christmas tree.
The Greetings from Jerusalem Avenue project arose in a certain context and cannot exist without it. It has been
conceived as an vehicle of social change. It has changed the vision of a part of the city and caused previously
transparent name: Jerusalem Avenue to loose its transparency.
The palm still sparks extreme feelings. It has divided Warsovians into those treating it as a symbol of a city and a
society welcoming the others, developing, focused on the change, and those that support order, tradition and a
city closed for strangers. The palm brings about many divisions and fuels conflicts deeply hidden in Polish society.
It contains a lot of humour and irony as well, which saves it from definitions that could subdue it to any ideology.
For many people the palm is just an element of an urban space which has changed a part of Jerusalem Avenue
and transformed part of the city centre. All the happenings, actions, protests, performances that take place under
the palm set the meaning of the project. Initial hostility against the project turned into familiarity and liking. It
became one of the capital's symbols.

